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Description
ZeroDesign by Provenza is a colored body porcelain stoneware that is pushing back the boundaries to give voice to the pure design 
of Nature, reproducing it with absolute truth and reality. Sand and its stone of origin are the same thing but occur in Nature with 
diametrically opposed structures: one soft, the other hard.
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NEW PRODUCT

tecHnicAL inForMAtion

ForMAts 
NATURAL : 30 x 60 cm | 45 x 90 cm | 60 x 120 cm
LAPPATO : 45 x 90 cm | 60 x 120 cm

coLors

COLORED BODY PORCELAIN STONEWARE

AppLicAtions
ZeroDesign is ideal for an interior application on floors and walls in your residential and commercial projects.

instALLAtion AnD MAintenAnce
it is suggested to lay tiles with a joint of 2-3 mm.    Use high quality adhesive and grout from a manufacturer such as Mapei, 
following manufacturer’s recommendations and depending on site conditions.    it is recommended that you lay the rectangular 
formats side by side or offset by 2/3. Fixing in a 50% staggered configuration is not advised.    As soon as the joints have fully set, 
it is advisable to proceed to the initial post-construction cleaning as described by the manufacturer.    Daily maintenance can be 
performed with a neutral detergent.
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AVAiLAbiLiTY ¹

zERODESIgN

Mosaic and special pieces available, consult your sales representative.

ThickNess: 10 mm

in the event of discrepancy with the official information of the manufacturer, the latter shall prevail.

 in stock

 special order

N/A not available

¹ Subject to change
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APPLICATION USE SLIP RESISTANCE
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Commercial Industrial
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 Ecolabel
norm

R10 R11 R12R9

LEEDTM 

norm

COLORED BODY PORCELAIN STONEWARE

Country of origin: italy

30 x 60 cm
12 x 24"

45 x 90 cm
18 x 36"

60 x 120 cm
24 x 48"
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